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Introduction

All people need to communicate - but not all people have the same preconditions. 
Some are limited in their ability to speak, read and write, for example, people with 
severe learning difficulties.

To help support this communities it is apparent that new tools need to be created to 
help enhance communication by providing alternative means.

Promoting Independence

Communicative technologies can potentially increase independence amongst a group 
of people who rely on caregivers and assistance on a daily basis and provide opportu-
nities of enhancing community and safety through social connectedness. 

Enhancing Communication by Introducing Technology

How to use and interact a computer to improve the learning and communication 
situation for children with special needs?

How can we translate their way of thinking into a digital environment?

How can we give them tools to focus on the things that are important for their 
communication and to improve their possibilities to communicate and learn?

Intuitive interaction in a playful environment

Give motivation to communicate and learn.

Target group 

Kids with Down syndrome, autism and similar diagnoses, in the age of 5-8 with a 
lower cognitive level.

Flexiword: a symbol based program

reading a story with an audio device
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To realize this project I will undergo a pre-study/feasibility phase done in collaboration 
with the Research Group at the Institute of Design in Umeå, Sweden in Jan 2009.

The focus of the study will be to observe and learn about a specific target group of 
people that are cognitively disabled. I will work with four families in total, all with 
children with differing abilities.

This project will identify communication deficits where a multi-touch solution may 
play a role in enhancing self-expression and communication among these special 
needs children.

Collaborative Partners

UID Research Group, Myra Inustriell Design Stockholm, Tobii and the Interactive Insti-
tute in Umeå.
 
The goal of this project is to collaborate with the research group. 

Gain from their experience in conducting pre-studies

Minimizing the groundwork (momentum) time needed to get into the data

Provide a solid outcome which can be used and re-packaged for an actual cause, 
benefiting the target group and all others involved.

1)

2)

3)

Intention
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Timeline

Research

Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Evaluation and Filtering Data Prototyping & Scenarios Refinements of Deliverables Presentation Documentation

mid-review

Preparation, research and briefing 
Kick off, collecting information, interfacing 
with project sponsor and collaborators, 
seeking inspiration, analysing the informa-
tion, working with identified Target Group, 
Moodboard, Design Goals and Wishes, 
Design brief.

Intro Presentation_Umea January 19th
A introductory presentation of the degree 
project to the program leader, internal and 
external tutors.

User Trials_Stockholm Feb 2-6th
A trip down to stockholm to meet with the 
families that I will be working with and 
conduct interviews, indentify opportunities

PHASE 1

Evaluation Filtering Data
Idea generation, concept development, 
evaluation of data, Sketch period, Isolating 
and identifying problem areas, generating 
solutions for different problems, concept 
variations and system design, hardware 
prototyping evaluation of concepts.

Stockholm_Early Concept User Testing
Testing low-fi concepts with user group, 
verifying concepts and evaluating rationale.

PHASE 2

Prototyping & Scenario building
Application building, Finalizing the 
design direction, solving problems 
occurring in the overall picture, 
detailing and presentation sketches

Mid-Presentation_Umea March 17th
Approximatly half-way. Presentation 
of the research, current status of the 
design process to the program 
leader and tutors who recommend 
possible future actions.

PHASE 3

Refinements of Deliverables
Application building, Finalizing the 
design direction, solving problems 
occurring in the overall picture, 
detailing and presentation sketches

5 wks Presentation_Umea April 16th
Five weeks before the examination, 
examiners decide whether or not the 
results are of a sufficiently high level 
to achieve a pass.

PHASE 4

Presentation Documentation
Selection and addition of final 
sketches, animations and video’s 
for presentation

Report Submission_Umea May 08
The report of the degree project 
shall be submitted in a digital 
version to the PR who will email 
it to the examiners and the tutor. 
By 12pm

Examination_Umea May 18-20th
The student has 45min to present 
his project. The examiners and the 
public can ask questions and 
discuss about the project during 
the 30min that follow the 
presentation.

PHASE 5

03 04 05 06 07 08 09 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 

SubmissionPresentation Presentation

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 01 02

week 15week 14 week 16 week 17 week 18 week 19week 03 week 04 week 05 week 06 week 07 week 08 week 09 week 10 week 11 week 12 week 13

*kick off

Presentation

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 08 09 10 11 12 13 06 07 08 09 10 11 1230 31 01 02 03 04 05 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
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Design Process

PRE PRODUCTION DESIGN

DESIGN DURING PRODUCTION

POST-PRODUCTION DESIGN PRES. 
& FEEDBACK FOR FUTURE DESIGNS.

          - Design brief - a statement of design goals
          - Analysis - analysis of current design goals

          - Research - investigating similar design solutions in the field or related topics
          - Specification - specifying requirements of a design solution for a product 

          - Problem solving - conceptualizing and documenting design solutions
          - Presentation - presenting design solutions

          - Development - continuation and improvement 
of a designed solution

          - Testing - in-situ testing a designed solution

    - Implementation - introducing the designed 
       solution into the environment

Open

Refined
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Definition

Communication as defined by wikipedia is “the imparting or interchange of thoughts, 
opinions, or information by speech, writing, or signs...”

[1], 1: an act or instance of transmitting and 3 a: “a process by which information 
is exchanged between individuals through a common system of symbols, signs, or 
behavior ... also: exchange of information”.

[2] Communication can be perceived as a two-way process in which there is 
an exchange and progression of thoughts, feelings or ideas towards a mutually 
accepted[clarification needed] goal or direction.

Communication as an academic discipline relates to all the ways we communi-
cate, so it embraces a large body of study and knowledge.

There are several types of communication such as Dialogue/verbal which can be 
described as being a reciprocal interchange between two or more entities.

Nonverbal communication: is the process of communicating through sending and 
receiving wordless messages. ie gestures, body language or posture; facial expression 
and eye contact, object communication such as clothing, hairstyles or even architec-
ture, or symbols and infographics,or even combinations of each. Nonverbal communi-
cation plays a key role in every person’s day to day life.

Visual communication: is communication through visual aid. It is the conveyance 
of ideas and information in forms that can be read or looked upon. Associated mostly 
with two dimensional images, it includes: signs, typography, drawing, graphic design, 
illustration, colour and electronic resources. It solely relies on vision. It is form of 
communication with visual effect. It explores the idea that a visual message with text 
has a greater power to inform, educate or persuade a person. It is communication by 
presenting information through Visual form.

Communication

Communication major dimensions scheme
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*Taken and paraphrased from wikipedia

Assistive technology (AT) is a generic term that includes assistive, adaptive, and reha-
bilitative devices for people with disabilities and includes the process used in select-
ing, locating, and using them.

The Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988 (Pub-
lic Law 100-407) states that it is “technology designed to be utilized in an assistive 
technology device or assistive technology service.”

AT promotes greater independence by enabling people to perform tasks that they 
were formerly unable to accomplish, or had great difficulty accomplishing, by provid-
ing enhancements to or changed methods of interacting with the technology needed 
to accomplish such tasks.

Cognitive Disabilities fall under an ill-structured domain which overlaps other ill-struc-
tured domains such as usability, human-computer interaction design, and perceptual 
psychology. [2]

It is also the most neglected of the disability categories and as a result not as well 
funded. This being said there are few companies that can make a business out of 
provided assistive technology devices in our current market place.

To get funding for developing a product, the govern must see the assistive device as a 
sort of prosthetic item, meaning the user needs it in order to walk, talk, pickup objects 
etc... Therefore the incentive for producing items that are not within this category is 
low because the developmental costs supercede profits. Uli Ehlert, Speech Language 
Therapist

Accessible Computer Input 
 
Sitting at a desk with a QWERTY keyboard and a mouse remains the dominant way of 
interacting with a personal computer. 

Some Assistive Technology reduces the strain of this way of working while looking at 

Assistive Technology

Communication code scheme
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ergonomics to alleviate some of the strain an difficulty ie using footrests, wrist rests, 
and arm supports to ensure correct posture. There are even Key guards fit over the 
keyboard to help prevent unintentional key presses. 

While these input devices may be fine for the general populace that has the ability to 
learn and adapt quite easily, we need to pioneer new more Natural methods of being 
able to exchange with devices. 

Universal Design or “Design for All”

Means greater usability, particularly for people with disabilities. Universally accessible 
technology yields great rewards to the typical user as well; good accessible design is 
universal design. Toys which have been adapted to be used by children with disabili-
ties may have advantages for non-disabled children as well. 

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)

Augmentative and alternative communication is a well defined specialty within AT. 
It involves ways of communication that either enhance or replace verbal language. 
When combined with Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) teaching methods, AAC has 
improved communication skills in children with Autism. AAC devices vary widely with 
respect to their technological sophistication:

Low-tech systems. Simple paper or object based systems, i.e. do not require a bat-
tery (e.g., Talking Mats). 

Light-tech systems. Typically consisting of a digitized speech recorder with a 
touch-sensitive display pad and sometimes switch access. Lite-tech systems 
require a battery. 

High-tech systems. Computerized VOCAs that vary from single purpose appliance-
like systems to multipurpose computer-based communication aids. Typically high-
tech systems require training and ongoing support to operate the devices.

Assistive Technology

A Tobii C8 device mounted onto a wheelchair

A Tobii C12 Text to Speech Device
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What is it?

Down syndrome (DS) is a congenital condition caused by an extra copy or piece of 
chromosome 21 in all or most of the affected person’s cells. It is a group of signs, 
symptoms, birth defects, and complications that arise from an error in cell division 
that occurs before, or shortly after, conception. This error has a widespread effect on 
the physical and mental development of the affected person.

There are many characteristic signs and symptoms associated with Down syndrome. 
Not every child will have every one and the degree to which they are affected may 
vary greatly. Signs and symptoms include:

A small head with small, low-set ears

Slanting eyes, a broad flat face, and a short nose

A small mouth and protruding tongue

Short, small but broad hands and feet and a single crease across the palm

Short fingers and an abnormal bone in the 5th (pinky) finger

Poor muscle tone (hypotonia)

Hyperflexible joints

Atlantoaxial instability (a malformation of the top of the spine)

Mild to moderate mental retardation

In the U.S., there are approximately 20 million persons with cognitive impairments. 
Individuals with cognitive disabilities are often unable to live independently because 
they might not be able to perform daily tasks such as cooking, shopping for groceries, 
and taking public transportation.[4]

Down's Syndrome

Marcus

Ludvig
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What is it?

The ease of use that is experienced with touchscreens is known as direct manipula-
tion. [24]  

Direct manipulation is the ability to manipulate objects on a screen without the use of 
command-line commands ie dragging a file to the trash on a desktop instead of typ-
ing DEL in the command line.

Touchscreens and gestural interfaces take direct manipulation to another level, by 
making it easy for users to touch the item they want to manipulate directly on the 
screen.

For CDP’s this is crucial as they can use their body to control the digital (and perhaps 
even physical) interfaces.

“Think back to being a kid and playing with blocks, as you figured out how to 
reach out and grasp you’re actually learning how to think and solve problems by 
understanding and manipulating spatial relationships. Spatial reasoning is deeply 
connected to how we understand a lot of the world around us” 

David Merrill, MIT Grad Student, Developer of the Siftibles system

By exploring their surroundings, children gradually construct a mental model of the 
world as they experience it .[10]

Direct Manipulation

Working to Identify Themes 
in the Research

The Siftibles System, Developed at MIT
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Kids learn by exploring their surroundings and gradually construct a mental model of 
the world as they experience it [32]. 

Earlier studies have shown that early intervention of multimedia technologies can be 
and effective reinforcer [12].

In my testing the screen I had introduced into the classroom environment was an in-
stant attraction as the kids seemed drawn to the screen. This can open an opportunity 
for leveraging the technoloy to employ an educational game.

A museum in Philidelphia has created enviroments built specifically for kids to learn 
by touching. Titled the ‘Please touch Museum’ children and parents can navigate the 
speaces and explore by manipulating objects in various ways to learn and make sense 
of the environment.

Social Stories

Are stories that are created to help prepare children for the ‘real’ world. Social sto-
ries vary greatly and are often augmented to suit the specific situation that the child 
might be in. Ex Going to the hairdresser. This helps by setting expectations of what is 
involved in a specific activity and minimize the surprises attributed when going to a 
new place with new experiences.

here is an example of a social story titled 

When I Feel Angry
[ by Michele Gardner ]

    Sometimes I feel angry.

    All people feel angry at one time or another.

    When I get angry I will find my teacher, Mommy, Daddy or another adult.

    When I find them I will try to use words to tell them that I am angry.

Kids Learning Language

The Please Touch Museum , Philidelphia USA
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    I can say “I’m angry!” or “That makes me mad!”

    It is okay to use words when I feel angry.

    They will talk to me about what happened and about how I feel.

    This might help me to feel better.

    Wherever I am I can try to find someone to talk to about how I feel.

Using Technology as an Enabler

There are many ways in which technology can play a role in the classrooms of today. 
This holds especially true for kids with cognitives disabilities. 

If we are to believe that the top value for many people with cognitive disabilities is 
social inclusion [17]. Then we need to get them using computers early and often.

It is well known that excercise makes muscles stronger; mental practices makes 
regions of the brain function better and as technology enter the lives of children at 
an earlier age, it will impact how they respond, think and behave. Their brains will be 
modified early in life to accomodate these new skills. [31]

Product design can play an important role here, since products can offer possibilities 
for augmentative or alternative communication (AAC). AAC aims at enhancing the 
communicative skills of handicapped people, or offering alternatives for communia-
tion.[11]

Kids Learning Language

A Social Story created for a child with Autism
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As new technologies are changing the social fabric by creating new means and pat-
terns of communication, so new opportunities are being created to support 
social participation by people with cognitive disabilities. [18]

Cons 1

Heavy Data Input: Touchscreens are not that good at heavy data input. A keyboard 
input is faster for entering text and numbers.

Rely on Visual Feedback: Most touchscreens rely on visual feedback to indicate 
that an action has taken place. For instance a button being clicked/pressed. While 
work is currently being researched in this area, there are no affordances that simulate 
a button being pushed. If our users have an visual impairments this could be a prob-
lem.

Reliance on Physical: Touchscreens can be more physically demanding than a 
keyboard/screen. Generally the broader and more physcial the gesture the more likely 
some people won’t be able to perform it due to impairments or motoric deficiencies. 
On the other hand the smaller and more finite the movements are the less people 
with fine precise motor control or really large fingers are going to be able to use it. ie 
the iphone screen and variety of gestures it encompasses.  

Pros

Natural Interactions: Humans are physical creatures; we like to interat directly 
with objects. Interactive gestures allow users to interact naturally with digital objects 
in a physical way, like we do with physical objects.

Less visible Hardware: With a touchscreen the usual hardware of a keyboard and 
a mouse isn’t necessary. Children with Cognitive Impairments often have a problem 
with the keyboard/mouse setup as it is physically disconnected from the screen. With 
a touch screen you touch on what you want to interact with thus lightening the cogni-
tive load on the user.

1 adapted from the book: Designing Gestural Interfaces (05) 

Why a Gestural Interface?

Multi touch music concept by Raizlabs

The sixth sense project developed at MIT
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Flexibility:

Touchscreens can have adaptable interfaces that are configurable rather than fixed 
physical buttons. Small screens like the apple iphone can have changing buttons to 
alter functionality as needed.

The ability to have many controls in small screen-estate can be an asset for designers.
Of course this may have some usability issues such as feedback, but these mecha-
nisms need to be examined closely to ensure the responsiveness of the interface is 
achieved. 

Why a Gestural Interface?

Optimus Maxiumus Keyboard
each key is a mini screen

Microsoft Surface
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Natural User Interfaces 

Interfaces that rely on users being able to carry out relatively natural motions, move-
ments or gestures that they quickly discover control the computer application or 
manipulate content on or off the screen.

Human Computing is about next-generation anticipatory interfaces that 
should be about humans, built for humans, and based on models of 
humans. They should go beyond the traditional keyboard and mouse to 
include natural, human-like interactive functions, including understand-
ing and emulating behavioural and social signaling. [35]

One of the best resources for such interfaces for me has been a thriving online com-
munity known as the NUI Group at http://nuigroup.com/.

Founded in 2006 - Natural User Interface or ~ NUI Group is an interac-
tive media community researching and creating open source machine 
sensing techniques to benefit artistic, commercial and educational ap-
plications.  

This website offers discussions ranging from building your own interfaces, software 
requirements and existing interface evaluations.

Horizon MultiTouch Table by Natural User Interface ®

A Natural User Interface
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User Observations in Stockholm

We mostly used a “fly on the wall” technique trying not to interfere with the teachers 
and their sessions with the children and in some cases we were able to interview the 
teachers or care-givers one on one afterwards.

In total we met a mixture of speech therapists, assitive technology producers, game 
developers, special education teachers, psychologists and parents.

The next task will be to go through the material and try and make sense of the data, 
trying to identify possible design opportunities where I might be able to make a differ-
ence.

Ethnography

Using toys to re-enforce stories in books where the 
characters may be too hard to visualize

Working with a daily schedule

a communication mat social stories, to help go to the barber

A visual telephone
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User Observations in Stockholm

During the week of February 2nd -8th I went down to Stockholm for some user 
observations and shadowing accompanied by a colleague and two people from the 
Research department here at the school.

We went to a number of locations as listed below:

Ethnography

Blowing on ping-pong balls to get them across the line, im-
proves speech by strengthening muscles in the mouth

Playing a counting game with wooden boards

Hemmesta Särskola, in Gustavsberg: A school for children with special needs

Skytteholmskolan, in Solna: A school that focus’s on integration and has a mix-
ture of disabled students and non-disabled

Dagis i Hemmesta, in Gustavsberg : A Daycare

Klara Mera, in Södermalm: a showroom setup with different technologies and 
ideas that you can use in an apartment to promote independence amongst dis-
abled adults

Idétorget, in Södermalm: An Assistive technologies showroom setup so that you 
can test and ask for recommendations of which devices and computer programs 
are available and interesting to use for your child’s specific needs

Tecken Hatten: a disabled materials and game publishing company run by a pair 
of mothers with children that have Downs Syndrome.

Handikapp Habilitering, in Nacka : A rehabilitation center that works with dis-
abled kids and their resource person to teach techniques on how to work on 
learning and having fun using a variety of methods such as games and singing.

Tobii Technologies: A technology company that has recently released an eye-
tracking system that opens up interesting new ways of interacting with a com-
puter.
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Extracted Themes

We sat down and started exchanging stories about our research experiences and 
started extracting specific themes and commonalities that we had observed our week 
in Stockholm Feb 2nd-6th /09.

One such theme we noticed that all locations seem to share was that of Structure, 
we noticed that all the locations we visited were very structured in the way they 
conducted activities. I would even say that the locations were often a bit bland by de-
sign or unassumingly decorated. No bright colours on the walls and only objects that 
seemed relevant to the activities were present.

Time was also another common theme or concept that all locations seemed to want 
to work with. This can be expanded to include patience and waiting for you turn when 
playing collaborative games with other classmates.

Learning always included some form of motivation, for some it came in the form of 
a reward such as a frozen snack while others it was verbal approval.

Another interesting and common theme were the transitions between activities, 
some locations seemed to have real talent for transitioning from one activity to the 
next so as not to break the concentration of the group by keeping a dynamic 
atmosphere.

Tangible Objects/Games: Particularly caught my attention and was widely shared 
among locations. All teachers used various objects, toys, books, drawings etc… as re-
enforcers for communication or story-telling. I can see some possible design opportu-
nities here where are multiple touch device, combined with a Tangible User Interface 
(TUI) can have an impact on solidifying desired principles or themes identified above.

Filtering Through the Research

Working to Identify Themes 
in the Research

Interviewing a technology company
producing games for kids
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Our Research Wall

Extracted Themes Continued...

Generalization and Abstractions: This came up a few times. It was said that 
often the teachers tried to work with these principles because they are tricky concepts 
to grasp for both people with Downs and Autism.

Speech: Again something that is worked on but not necessarily the forming of words 
but more sounds at early ages. Some of the games played were developed specifically 
to help build muscles in the mouth and throat to support speech and make it easier to 
articulate sounds..

Filtering Through the Research

Matching Pictures with Small Stories to 
help Share in the Research

The areas that I chose to focus on

structure

motivation

reward

transitions

speech

concentration

dynamic

time

generalization
 & 

abstractions

tangible 
objects/games
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Linguabytes
While attending the Tangible Embedded Interaction Conference held in Cambridge, 
England in Feb/09. I came across an interesting project which was framed around 
children and using tangible objects to help aid in learning.

“a three-year research project aimed at developing an adaptive, interactive, tan-
gible play and learning system to stimulate the early language competencies of 
toddlers at a developmental age between 1 and 4 years - with severe motor and/
or multiple disabilities.”

TOM System: (as taken from their web site) 

“ a completely new method of promoting children suffering from lack of percep-
tive faculty or retarded development. With the support of technically modified, 
three-dimensional wooden objects both teachers and technicians have worked 
on this system in order to offer these patients new, software-controlled learning 
systems. “      

Comparative Research

An RFID based TUI showcased at the 2009 
Tangible Embedded Interaction conference

A Soft and Squishy Touchscreen Interface
The TOM system, another RFID based  learning

and communication platform for children
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Coding Micro Applications:

I have decided to try and prototype as many Applications as I can in Flash AS3 before 
going down to Stockholm on the 12th of March 2009. My intention is to have an 
abundance of ideas that I can test with my users to see what works and what doesn’t. 
I hope that this rapid prototyping combined with iterations will end up giving me the 
best possible applications.

Warmup App:

I called this application ‘Butterfly Designers’. Essentially a warmup application, my 
intent was to get the users use to the touch screen and understand that they can 
touch anywhere on the screen and have something happen as a result. In this case 
the butterfly’s simply appear at the touch of the finger. 

Result:

The Warmup App was quite successful in the sense that all 6 tested children with cog-
nitive disabilities understood what it did quite quickly and were able to identify the 
mushroom as an interface item which reset the whole screen.

Something that failed in this app and must be something to keep in mind when 
authoring future applications is that once the butterfly’s were multiplied into many 
objects (100+) the graphics slowed down the flash player and got caught in the com-
puter’s memory as Flash was referencing the objects. This greatly reduced speed and 
responsiveness of the application and created delayed feedback resulting in immedi-
ate frustration. See pic on bottom Right, the kids are hitting the screen with their fists 
as opposed to using their fingers because the application stopped responding.

Software Prototyping

Buterfly Designer Game

warmup app to touchscreen, creating butterfly’s
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2nd Application Prototype:

This game was created to test the concept of Animation as Reward. This seemed 
to work as a good motivator in this 2nd prototype titled Caterpillar. Again everyone 
understood the mushroom interface element as a reset button. 

Esentially, when you touch the caterpillars they turn into butterfly’s and fly off the 
screen.

Intent: Promoting co-ordination, motorskills, playing with multiple children.

Result: 

Sometimes, when there were multiple children using the same system resulted in 
these interesting teaching/learning collaborations between them but also resulted in 
some children being more dominant of the others assuming roles of ‘advanced user’ 
and taking more control. 

The others that were perhaps a bit quieter by nature (Amanda) lost interest under 
these circumstances and sort of stepped aside. This made me want to try the screen 
and some of the applications on her without the presence of the other children.

Personal Interaction:

Once the other children were ushered out of the room Amanda was left in peace to 
interact with the device on her own. In the beginning I got the feeling that she was 
exploring the environment of the screen, but once she discovered the interactive ele-
ments, she had absolutely no problems touching the caterpillars, turning them into 
butterfly’s and resetting the system. Even the connect the dots game didn’t seem to 
be too much of a challenge.

Amanda demonstrated quick learning/adaptation qualities and this would be cer-
tainly more interesting to explore the possibilities. I wasn’t the only person surprised 
by Amanda’s ability. Her teachers were also watching rather intently and were quite 

Software Prototyping

Communication code scheme

Communication code scheme
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taken by the whole experience. One of them even said “I have been doing this a long 
time but it’s nice when your kids surprise you with their abilities”

3rd Prototype:

Connecting the Dots Game: This was intentionally created to be more difficult in 
order to test a combination of patience, finer motoric skills and the ability to solve a 
problem of connecting dots to get to the reward (animation of a butterfly flapping its 
wings).

Result:

This prototype also brought up the notion of timing interface elements. The goal in 
this particular game was to complete all the dots to get to the whole butterfly shape, 
but there were several instances where the reset button was pressed while someone 
was in the process of conducting the task. This (as you may have guessed) resulted 
in frustration. What might have been better here is to show the reset interface item 
(mushroom) only when the task has been completed.

On a side note, a single touch screen does not support dragging, and surprisingly this 
was an interaction that most of the children had attempted.

Software Prototyping

Connect the Dots game
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4th Application Prototype:

I started playing around with Justin Windle’s particle engine that he produced and 
modified some of his code on this alphabets piece to re-purpose it for a touchscreen.

Intent: Promoting co-ordination, playing with letters

Result: 

The kids seemed to enjoy this one but a teacher criticized that the letters may be too 
small and moving a bit too fast.

5th Application Prototype:

The Sound App: Increase the size and affect the colour of these Contiki characters us-
ing your voice.

Intent: Promoting speech and sound creation to help build muscles in the mouth.

Result:

At first it was tricky for the children to understand the transition from touchscreen 
app to a sound driven app. All the kids tried to touch the screen, expecting something 
to happen. Eventually the teachers stepped in and asked them to use only their voice. 
After that moment it started to work. The kids seemed to find it entertaining and were 
forming non-sensical phrases in order to trigger the animations.

I think having a physical artifact like a microphone, could come in handy here and 
would give the children a visual cue on what to focus on.

Software Prototyping

alphabet particles

sound driven animation
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Learn by seeing:  

In one instance Ester started to naturally use her fist but when she noticed all the 
other children interacting with their index finger she started doing the same. One 
child also used his middle finger a little bit but reverted back to the index finger.

Software Prototyping

turning caterpillars into butterfly’s

speaking to trigger animation
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Building the Base:

I started putting together a simple box made of MDF and wooden dowls. I had a 
measured the smallest projection I could get out of the short-throw projector I had 
purchased. This gave me a minimum projection distance of 50cm with a native display 
of 1024 x 768.

so I was able to work out the ratio with a little help from Peter Lundholm and Oskar 
Fjellstrom. Here is a snippet of conversation that was exchanged between Peter and 
Oskar (in Swedish).

Hardware Prototyping

table fabrication

[10:20:07]
Oskar says: eller a = roten ur hypotenusan2 / 25
[10:20:14]
Oskar says: och x = 4a
[10:20:17]
Oskar says: och y = 3a
[10:21:08]
Peter says: jg kollar
[10:21:18]
Oskar says: jag håller tummarna
[10:24:14]
Peter says: 3a ? a+a+a visst?
[10:24:39]
Oskar says: ja
[10:25:48]
Peter says: borde stämma då   h= 28, y = 16.8, x = 22.4
[10:25:50]
Peter says: gött mos
[10:25:54]
Oskar says: yay
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The insides:  

The table itself consists of a few key components.

Dell Hybrid mini desktop PC1. 
Uni brain Firewire Camera2. 
Infrared Illuminators3. 
power supply4. 
short throw projector5. 
wireless keyboard6. 
wireless mouse7. 

The reason I went with a short throw projector was to cut out having a mirror in the 
setup its trickier to get the optics right and I don’t think the image is as crisp as when 
it comes from the source.

 

Hardware Prototyping

Benq Short throw projector

The guts of the table

1

2

3

4

5

6

7



Schematic of the Setup
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My Phoenix Multitouch Table

Diffuser Tests to find the right material

projector with illuminators

custom printed circuit board

The Insides of the Table

Testing the Tbeta software

making custom IR LED array

machining brackets to hold the surface

mounting speakers inside table

drilling holes in the circuit board
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Main Program

Communication
Module #1

Communication
Module #2

Communication
Module #3

Communication
Module #4

Communication
Module #5

Communication
Module #6

Communication
Module #7

Communication
Module #8

Structure of Program Modules
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Structure of Program Modules

Communication Module #2

Main Program

Flow Chart:  

This is a schematic to illustrate how the platform will work.  In essence the whole structure is comprised of one main interactive screen, where the user can select from a 
number of communication modules.

When they are done they can go back to the main screen to select another module.

This keeps the platform at a very shallow level, and creates a more visual menu structure that breaks away from the desktop metaphor to open possibilities to utitilize 
other metaphors in perhaps a more story-telling environment not un-like some popular computer games today.
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Choosing a Theme

Trolls, Tomte’s and Other Creatures of the Forest

I needed to choose some sort of theme to provide some continuity within the frame 
work and also I felt I’d like to tie it in somehow in the Swedish setting and environ-
ment.

I came across a book titled ‘Swedish Folk Stories’ and felt that this was just the sort of 
theme I was looking for.

Sometimes the trees bend cautiously and shyly over the water as if they 
are wondering what may be hidden in the dark depths. There is another 
forest growing in the water, and it, too, is full of wonder and stillness. 
Strangest of all, never have the two forests been able to speak to each 
other.

After speaking with Linda (my illustrator) about it we agreed that she would create 
some characters following this theme.

Swedish Folk Stories by: Holger Lundburgh
illustrated by: John Bauer
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Program Boarding

You may have heard of storyboarding, 
well program boarding is a somewhat 
similar technique I used to create a 
sketch or blueprint for the applications 
that I wanted to code. I created these A4 
templates that I could draw in and simply 
annotate the behavioural functionality 
that I needed on the back or underneath 
the sketch.
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The Sugar Operating System:

Developed as part of the One Laptop Per Child Project. Sugar is an completely symbol 
base operating system

The Sugar OS is aimed at providing...

educational opportunities for the world’s poorest children by providing each child 
with a rugged, low-cost, low-power, connected laptop with content and software 
designed for collaborative, joyful, self-empowered learning.

I thought this was a good mantra that fit well within my own sense of what I wanted 
to achieve with this project.

Other Types of Interfaces

the sugar interface
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The Trollskogen Interface

The Magic Forest, Illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson
The Main Forest interface 

When you are in the forest, there are several mushroom objects that you can click on that will take you to an interactive communication module. The entire theme of all 
these modules is linked to the forest concept. This is inspired and derived from a combination of my surroundings here in Umeå, Sweden where the project was conceived 
and using some characters in Swedish folk-loric tales and stories. ie Trolls, Nymphs, butterflys etc...

The goal was to provide an easy to navigate interface that went away from the desktop metaphor as much as possible, while still using iconographic elements embedded 
within a game style format.
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The Forest Cabin Program

The Cabin, illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson
Concept Idea:

When you have entered the cabin, there are essentially three areas that you may explore. When you touch the living room for example you enter that room and learn a 
story about a social situation that may arise in that setting.

This module uses social stories and combines it with a exploratory interface with animated content to re-enforce underlying principals in the story. In addition to the 
stories the entire environment is embedded with small interactive elements which you can effect using your finger. Touch the coats hanging on the coat rack and they fall 
to the ground. Touch the fireplace, it lights on fire, Touch it again and it is extenguished. This provides a playful element to an otherwise passive viewing experience.
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DIfferent Dance Sequences, illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson Front and Side View

The Dancing Troll Program

An extension of an earlier prototype, the Dancing Troll using microphone input to 
control various animation sequences of the Troll. This is building on the principal of us-
ing vocal sound activity to promote muscular growth in the mouth resulting in better 
intonation and enunciation.
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illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson

The Dancing Troll Program

The Dancing Troll program is a voice activated sound animation program that measures the level of audio input from a microphone and triggers behaviours for the char-
acter you see above. This can be especially useful with tonal languages such as Swedish where intonation is a key part of speech articulation.
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Objects for Paint Program, illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson

The Paint Program

Concept Idea:

The paint program is designed to let kids paint a scenario or story with these charac-
ter items. In addition to these forest creatures they also have access to ta palette of 
colours which they can use to color with and then print out their creations when they 
are done!



illustrated by:  Linda Arvidsson

The Paint Program

40
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Concept Idea:

The Talking Symbols program is created to facilitate communication 
by providing visual and audio aids to help form sentences.

Using Pictograms, each image is the equivalent of a word and as 
such is segmented into different categories within a tab. When the 
word/symbol is needed it is dragged onto the stage and when in 
proximity with another symbol it attaches itself with a link.

It is possible to play each word of the sentences back by linking the 
audio playback icon to the sentence.

This framework is designed for future compatibility with tangible 
objects which the user can manipulate with their hands (see below)

The Talking Symbols

Tangible Object Test cuts from Laser Machine
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Conclusions

Designing 

for cognitively disabled people is difficult but not impossible. It takes numerous 
rounds of testing and itteration with a good mix of people involved in the project that 
can add in their experience and knowledge about the user group.

The problem is that because you may be working with people of various disciplines 
and educational backgrounds, there may be differing opinions and some may conflict.

Technology 

It is difficult introducing technology into some of these classroom environments 
where the caregivers are a bit older or generally avoid technology. Let’s face it, most 
of caregivers get into the business because of it’s human-centric approach. They are 
not interested in machines let alone administering them.

The key is to create a system that is ridiculously easy to update and administer, we 
can only hope that once the framework has proven itself to the parent/caregiver and 
they have deemed it useful, they will put in the time required to keep the framework 
current and up-to-date.

Testing 

I think this is one of the most important, as any idea can seem good on paper but 
there is no subsitute for putting it out there to see what actually happens when some-
one is using your system. During the course of this project I have been continually 
surprised by usage and it has proved to be an effective re-iterative aid. 

Funding 
 
A side of this research that I have discovered along the way are funding bodies. These 
are the institutions in place (often governmental) which have the resources to fund 
projects and research initiatives for disabled products. What I noticed is that their cri-
teria or definitions for what a disabled person ‘needs’ and is therefore ‘fundable’ is a 
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bit too ‘black and white’ when in reality is more ambiguous. For example it is easy to 
say that a person missing a leg, would need a prosthetic one to use as a replacement 
to be able to walk, but how can we accurately define what an autisitc person needs? 
when there is not obvious missing leg but perhaps rather an inability to have regular 
social interactions or a person with downs that can’t express whenever they are sad 
or angry.

Its hard to prove that a person using a communicative program would suddenly be 
able to talk or read by using the program and therefore the program fills the commu-
nicative gap. Often it is a combination of programs that bridge the gap in the rational 
mind as speech constuction at the cognitive level is complex and can be aided by 
multiple sources of conditioning. 

Furthermore, if a project does not fall under a funding category, it rarely gets realized 
or produced even though it may have merit. This is why there are so few companies 
producing products for cognitively disabled people, as it can be fairly resource inten-
sive and simply does not make good business sense.

If we are going to see more products available to the families that need them we get 
these funding bodies to stop judging a cognitive disabilities with the same ‘prosthetic’ 
criteria as an ‘impairment’ like the blind or deaf. Because as a simple communicative 
program game may not be a straight replacement for speech, it can certainly help get 
a person closer to articulation.

Conclusions

the Phoenix Multi-touch Table built for this project

testing the talking symbols
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Programs and Device URL’s

1. Ablelink technologies, www.ablelinktech.com 
2. Clicker4 Word processor for kids, www.cricksoft.com   
3. Handi Device, www.gewa.se 
4. Handitek, www.handitek.se 
5. Mejla Email Program, http://epost.pictogram.se/ 
6. Navigabile Email Program, www.navigabile.it 
7. Pictograms, www.pictogram.se 
8. Talking Overboard, www.gusinc.com 
9. Zlango Program, www.zlango.com
10.  Allemansdata http://www.allemansdata.se
11. Boohbah, http://www.boohbah.com
12. Lego Designer, http://www.ldd.lego.com
13. HeiPipLerke, http://www.heipiplerke.medialt.no
14. SENSwitcher, http://www.northerngrid.org/sen/NetSwitch
15. Project blog, http://uidresearch.wordpress.com
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Breakfast Club

The weekly meetings were a good source of information and provided a venue to 
bounce ideas off of my colleagues. We each took turns disucssing our concepts and 
gave critical feedback to each other.


